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bid Utility Rebates
Comprehensive rebate administration services  
for energy‑efficient projects and construction.

bid Utility Rebates are services available to 

clients across the United States and Canada.  

bid Rebates team takes over the complex  

and time‑intensive rebate acquisition process: 

from early‑stage budgeting and guidance 

through to pre‑approvals, site inspections,  

final applications, and check expediting.

It’s a perfect outsourced alternative for 

high‑volume and/or high‑velocity efficiency 

upgrades, and can relieve the burden for  

energy, construction and facility departments 

who just don’t have the time to chase rebates.

Maximize your Return on Investment.

By identifying rebates in advance, you will 

understand the full Return on Investment  

before your initiative is even approved to  

move forward. This makes CapEx dollars  

go further and enables your team to factor 

rebates into your site selection and your  

roll‑out schedules. When leveraged proactively,  

rebates effectively add to your budget,  

enabling you to do more projects and  

achieve more savings.

Make the most of your capital.

If you’re looking to make the best use of  

your capital and operating dollars, capturing 

rebates and incentives is an effective way to 

accelerate the payback on energy‑efficient  

new construction and retrofit projects.

Key Features and Benefits

Early‑stage  
budget consulting

Comprehensive 
end‑to‑end application 

management

Utility site‑inspection 
coordination

Check expediting

Project scheduling  
and implementation 

guidance

Pre‑approval 
confirmations

Custom rebate and 
incentive negotiations

Trusted and 
experienced team  

who have successfully 
processed more  

than 250,000 
energy‑efficiency 
related projects.
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Utility Rebates covers your 
administrative rebate functions.

From early‑stage budget consulting around 

project scheduling and implementation, right  

on through to the comprehensive end‑to‑end 

application management, we’ve got you covered.

bid will review your project scope and site list  

to determine which sites are eligible for the  

best rebates and should be prioritized first.  

Using this approach will fund additional projects 

and further reduce the total cost of ownership.

Once your site list has been finalized, bid  

will help you optimize your schedule around 

completing projects quickly, making sure  

that you do not miss any rebate submission 

deadlines. This optimization process will enable 

you to reinvest rebate revenue back into your 

budget, and fund more projects. It will also 

protect you, should a rebate program close  

or reduce pay‑outs unexpectedly.

The comprehensive end‑to‑end application 

management service ensures that once  

your initiative is approved and your site  

list is complete, the entire rebate filing and 

management process will be covered.
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MELBOURNE HQ

auenquiries@
bidenergy.com

SYDNEY

auenquiries@
bidenergy.com

PHILADELPHIA

usenquiries@
bidenergy.com

Our offices

LONDON

ukenquiries@
bidenergy.com

About bid

An experienced and knowledgeable 
Rebates Solution Provider.

Since 2001, bid’s Rebates team (formerly 

RealWinWin) has been the leading pioneer  

in rebate services.

Collectively, the team has secured more than 

250,000 rebate checks in support of our clients 

new construction projects, renovation projects  

and retrofit programs.

Trusted since 2001 by hundreds of 
clients across the US and Canada

Our clients include large and small‑box retailers, 

grocery stores, telecom carriers, banks, hotels, 

convenience stores, equipment manufacturers, 

government entities, and many more. This variety 

of experience ensures we have worked on a vast 

array of projects across various building systems 

and countless energy‑saving technologies.

Interested in automating your Utility Rebates?

bid has a suite of RPA solutions that already help large complex multi‑site enterprise clients 

just like you, please contact us for more information.

billidentity.com/bill‑utility‑rebates/
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